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Snake experts work to lift ban
By Greg Kohlneser
B[P0BU»

Constriclor snakes creep, crawl and slither,
bur noi in the city of Bowling Green.
Nikld Badman. an animal technologist at
the University, is one of many people seeking
a change to the existing law at the Bowling
(ireen City Gnincil Meeting next Monday.
"It doesn't specify length, size or anything.
It's all constrictor snakes," Badman said.
"We're trying to get them to at least put a
decent length limit on it, maybe no constrictors over eight feet."
IV.ir. EtCOOtdiUfl to Badman, is the main
motive behind the ban. "It's a fear of the
unknown." she said. "People don't know a
whole lot about them, and they only know
what they've seen in the movies, like
Anaconda."
Many people think that snakes will always
bite; however, that is not the case. The only
time a snake is going to bite you is if you hurt
it, and it's trying to defend itself, if it's scared, or

if you smell like its food," Badman said. "If
you've handled rats or mice, dont handle
snakes."
Badman pointed out that snakes don't bite
to kill humans. "Since they started keeping
track in 1950. there haven't been any human
deaths from snake bites in our state. There are
about 150 a year from dogs and cats."
Badman. herself a constrictor owner, keeps
her snake at the University. There's no ban on
constrictors and other certain animals at the
University because of their research value.
"Hopefully we can change this law so 1 can
bring them home," she said. "Bowling Green
is one of the few, possibly the only city in the
state that has a ban on constrictors."
Sarah Tomashefski, a City Council
Representative for the First Ward, cited the
main reason for the law as being the trouble
with maintaining the snakes. "They require a
lot of care." she said. Tomashefski also noted
that snakes, if not cared for. can carry salmonella.

Democratic
candidates
to speak on
higher
education

Last spring, a group including Badman
approached Tomashefski, a member of the
Community Improvement Committee, in
hopes of getting the law changed. The third
and final public hearing will be held Monday,
Oct 7, at 7:30 p.m. It will take place at 304 N.
Church St. Anyone who would like to voice
their opinion is welcome to attend.
Badman, a volunteer in the hcrpaterium
where reptiles and amphibians arc studied,
stresses overturning the law in order to better
educate the public. "People wouldn't have to
hide them," she said. Badman also made it
clear that they only want to legalize constric
tors, not venomous snakes. "No venomous
snakes. We agree with that."
If the constrictor ban is not overturned,
snake-lovers still have hope. "If it goes
through, great. If it doesn't, we will have to get
600 voter signatures to put it on the ballot,"
Badman said "We'll do what we have to do."

Chuck SorJtr BG fern

SNAKES: Nikki Badman (left) and Hillary Harms hold three fullgrown constrictors, all illegal off campus, according to city law.

Roundtable
aims for
Arts
Village,
more
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By Shannon E. Kolketty
MANAGING tOltOit

University students are going to
get a taste of what's to come
regarding state political issues and
the upcoming elections.
Democratic candidates for governor, Tun I lagan, and treasurer,
Mary Boyle will be speaking today
on the steps of the Education
Building from noon until 1 p.m.
I lagan will mainly address the
higher education crisis that has
occurred during Bob Taft's term as
governor. University tuition for
the fall semester has risen 16 percent from last year's tuition.
According to Austin lenkins,
campaign press secretary. Ohio
tuition at public universities is
eighth highest in the nation.
Furthermore, state funding for
universities in Ohio ranks 40th in
the nation.
"If there was ever a year for college students to be angered at the
politicians, this is the year,"
lenkins said. "This is the year students should come out and vote."
"If you want a good economy,
you have to have strong and
affordable public universities,"
lenkins said. "If you increase the
number of college graduates, you
will have more qualified individuals in the workforce."
Other issues that I lagan will
address include his proposal for
an Ohio IIOPI" Scholarship program and the importance of registering to vote. Under I lagan, the
program - modeled from a successful program in Georgia would offer scholarships to top
students from across the state and
the country as to attract them to
universities in Ohio.
In addition to addressing Ohio
state political issues, I lagan and
Boyle will assist the BGSU College
Democrats with voter registration.
"Hopefully, through him speaking, people will come out and get
information on what we do," said
Hannah Kemp, president of the
College Democrats.
During Hagan and Boyle's visit,
the College Democrats will provide students with information
about state and local democratic
candidates, absentee ballot infor-
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By Mary Beth White
«E PORIEB

The Arts Roundtable has
set some lofty, but exciting
goals for the next few years.
The group, first organized
two years ago, had their first
meeting of the year on

Friday.
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Heading the meeting were
the co-chairs: Dr. Katerina
Ray, Director of the School of
Art; Dr. Richard Kennell,
Dean of the College of
Musical Arts; and Dr. Ron
shields, Chair of the Theater
Department.
The purpose of the roundtable is to establish an arts
community on campus.
Currently, the arts departments are separated and
there are limited opportunities for collaboration due to
department structures and
resources, according to a
handout called "Arts BG,"
which defined the group's
goals.
"We're interested in making the arts more visible on
campus," Kennell said.
Some of the roundtable's
collaborative efforts are

i

Erin Carver BG News

MEETING THE TEAM: Hockey player Erik Eaton talks to a young fan after Saturday's Brown and Orange game The game featured many
skill contests at intermission including hardest shot and fastest skater

ARTS. PAGE 2

Aviary receives state funding
By Kara Hull
CAMPUS EOIIOR

Over $7,000 has been released
for improvements on the bird
aviary and animal holding facility, housed in the life Sciences
Building according to State Rep.
Robert lafta.
The funding provided for the
project by the State Controlling
Board, however, is not a sign of
easier budget times in Ohio.
"This is actually bond money,"

said Allison Witt, aid for Rep.
Latta. "It doesn't come from general revenue."
A little known feature on campus, the aviary was an inherent
part of the building when it was
constructed in 1987.
"It was designed with the
intent of housing birds should a
researcher come along and want
to work with birds," Vern
Bingman, psychology professor,
said.

As it turns out, Bingman is
that researcher.
Besides a handful of graduate
and undergraduate students.
Bingman is the only professor in
the psychology or biology
departments that works specifically with birds.
"The reason why this is
important for me is because my
research is on homing pigeons,"
Bingman said. "I'm interested, in
particular, on how these homing

pigeons succeed in performing
their extraordinary navigational
behavior."
With amazing senses of direction, homing pigeons are able to
learn how the environment
changes as they travel in different directions.
"They literally have maps
inside their brains, much like we
do," Bingman said. "My job is to
figure out what those maps are
like."

Improvements to the aviary,
including a roof, heated floor
system and ventilation, will provide a home suitable for longterm housing.
"The goal is to make the space
more bird-friendly for 365 day
housing," said Denise Hook.
Director of the University
Animal Facility. "We need to provide Idle birdsl with an environAVIARV. PAGE 2

CANDIDATES, PAGE 2

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

Mi

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

Partly
Cloudy

High: 82"
Low: 61'

Showers

High:79"
Low: 53*

FRIDAY

Showers
♦ '.»,?»

High: 72"
Low: 51*

Showers

High: 65'
Low: 50"
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Roundtable works toward dorm for artists
way. The Arts Village was a roundtable proposal last year and has
recently been approved. The
Village will be a residential community designed much like the
Chapman Learning Community.
When open, students majoring in
art, Theater, dance, music, and
creative writing along with students who have a general interest
in the arts will be able to live and

ARTS, FROM PAGE 1
already a reality. The production
of Kurt Weill's "Berlin to
Broadway" has been a team
effort between the College of
Musical Arts,
the Theater
Department and The School of
Human Movement, Sport, and
Leisure Studies.
Other efforts are making head-

learn together.
The dorm will also do cultural
and artistic activities together.
Some of the ideas so far would be
group outings to plays and concerts on campus as well as crips
off campus to the Toledo Art
Museum.
The location of the Village will
be announced in the fall.
Many of the plans the round-

table discussed are long-term
goals.
Eventually the group
would like to see arts classes
counting for general education
credits The group has made a
proposal for a new multi-arts
general education credit.
This would incorporate classes
from diverse art departments for
a specific major. For example a
music history class might count

as a general education class for a
theater major.
"The main question we want
to ask is, how can we all work
together as students and faculty,'"
Kennell said.
There is an incredible potential for the arts to be a part of public life on campus," she added,
"and students seem enthusiastic
about the collaboration."

Currently, students are not represented on the panel, but
Kennell and others hope to
change that in the future
A special guest at the meeting
was Provost Dr. )ohn Folkins. He
emphasized that "creative activity
is a form of scholarship on campus" Dr. Folkins approved of the
Arts Roundtable's goals and
would like to see many of them

Aviary improvements to match codes

College
Democrats
welcome
Hagan

AVIARY, FROM PAGE 1
menl that is more conducive for
research animals as opposed to
wild animals"
According to Hook, the aviary
was a designer's dream rather
than an ideal space for research
animals.
"When the building was originally built, there were no
pigeons here for research," Hook

CANDIDATES. FROM PAGE 1
mation and voter registration
forms
"I hope people realize the
importance of this election,
because it affects each one of us,"
Kemp said. Even though the
tuition hikes mainly affect underclassmen, graduating seniors may
have younger brothers and sisters
that may be affected. Kemp
added.
According to a press release, the
BGSU College Democrats have
registered around 1,000 students
per year by setting up voter registration booths throughout campus The lasi day for voter registration is Monday, Oct. 7.
Hagan's visit to the University
will kickoff a four-day tour across
seven campuses that will introduce his political plan to university students. Following Hagan's
visit to the University, he will travel to Oberlin College, Ohio
University,
Wright
State
University, University of Dayton,
University of Akron and Kent State
University.

said. "It was an architect's concept, not someone who works
with animals."
The improvements also plan
to bring the aviary up to current
federal codes.
"Animal care regulations have
changed, so compared to 20
years ago. we are under much
more federal scrutiny," Bingman
said. "There are many more federal regulations that have to be

met."

receiving area will also be created.
According to Hook, this element is eagerly anticipated
because there is currently no
barrier separating the delivery
area from the outside world.
This allows outside creatures to
find their way into the building,
making it less hygienic for the
animals.

Complying with these codes
is essential for Bingman and
others who want to earn federal
money to finance their research.
"If I'm going to be able to
compete for grants, I need a
facility that meets the federal
codes," Bingman said.
Though most of the $71,000
budgeted for this project will be
directed toward the aviary, a

holding facility may not have
been built with the federal regulations of 2002 in mind, the
University is looking toward the
future with this project.
"When the USDA takes over
the regulation of rats, mice and
biras, we'll be ready for them,"
Hook said.

While the aviary and animal

Man killed amidst custody battle
By Geoff Mulvrull
• ssocmro PRESS

WRITER

MAPLESHADE. N.I. — A man
involved in a bitter custody dispute with a member of the
Philadelphia radical group
MOVE was found shot to death
in his car Friday.
lohn Gilbride was killed the
same day he was scheduled to
have his first unsupervised visit
with his son.
Investigators gave no motive
for the slaying but Philadelphia
police Capt. Bill Fisher, who
knows the MOVE leaders well,
said he does not believe the
killing was connected to the dis-

In case of rain, the event will be
moved to 114 Education Building.

Just another
Manic Monday..

I

Wish It were
Sunday...

pute over the 6-year-old.
"I knew there was a lot of
rhetoric and everything else, but
keep it in perspective, it's a child
custody thing" Fisher said.
Gilbride, a 34-year-old airline
employee, was found shortly
after midnight in his car with his
seat belt on and the engine running outside his apartment
complex in Maple Shade, about
10 miles from Philadelphia.
He was shot repeatedly in the
head and chest with an automalic weapon while on his way
home from his job as a ramp
worker at the Philadelphia airport, said Burlington County

Prosecutor Robert Bemardi.
Bemardi said authorities had
no suspects.
Gilbride had been fighting
with his former wife, Alberta
Africa, a MOVE member, over
visitation with their son. The boy
lives with his mother in Cherry
Hill, a few miles from Maple
Shade.
A Philadelphia judge had
decided that Gilbride should
have unsupervised time with his
son.
MOVE vowed to fight the
order, saying it would not turn
the boy over to Gilbride, and last
week the radical group boarded

up
the
windows at
its
Philadelphia headquarters, fearing a showdown with authorities.
Alberta Africa said Friday that
she and her ex-husband, despite
their differences, had been coming to some agreement and were
getting along better. She blamed
his death on the government.
"The government could get a
lot of satisfaction out of this —
just the fact that they could hurt
me, just the fact that they could
hurt MOVE," she said.
In 1978, a Philadelphia police
officer was shot to death in a
confrontation at MOVE'S head-
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In 1950 Freddie Falcon wore a paper- mache
head that during the summer was...
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A. destroyed by fire
B. ealcn by mice

C. replaced with feather
D stolen
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Our tradition • Our place • Our game
MONDAY, SEPT. 30

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 2

Kick-off event

Dance Marathon Ice Cream Social

Noon, Union Mall, Bowen Thompson
Student Union
Rain location: Lenhart Grand Ballroom

11:30a.m. to 1:30 p.m., Union Mall,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Merchandise Sales
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.; 4-6 p.m., Lobby,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

TUESDAY, OCT. 1
Window Splash Contest
Residence halls and Greek units

5tt BGSU
September 30-0ctober 6

September 30-0ctober 6

Homecoming Royalty Voting
11 a .m. to 3 p. m., Lobby, Bowen-Thompson
Student Union

quarters. Another clash in 1985
left 11 people dead and 61
homes
burned
after
Philadelphia police dropped a
bomb from a helicopter on the
group's fortified rowhouse.
MOVE members claimed
Gilbride abused his son, an
accusation he denied. Cherry
Hill Det. Sgt. loseph Vitarelli said
Gilbride had not indicated
whether he would try to pick up
his son Friday.
Vitarelli also said Gilbride and
Alberta Africa had filed assault
complaints against one another,
but did not elaborate.

Homecoming GameShopping Cart Contest Judging
Noon, Union Mall, 8owen 1 hompson
Student Union
Rain location Falcon') Nest
Homecoming Royalty Voting
11 a.m. to 3 p.m., lobby, Bowen Thompson
Student Union
Merchandise Sales
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.; 4 6 p.m., Lobby,
Bowen Thompson Student Union

Homecoming Game-Musical Chairs
Noon, Union Mall, Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
Rain location: Lenhart Grand Ballroom,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Homecoming Royalty Voting
11 a.m. to 3 p.m., Lobby,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Merchandise Sales
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.;4-6 p.m., Lobby,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

HOMEC-MING
2002^
Our tradition • Our place • Our game
THURSDAY, OCT. 3
BGSU Spirit Day!

SATURDAY, OCT. 5
Alpha Phi
Homecoming 5K Run/Walk Special Homecoming events to be held
8:30 a.m. registration,
Alpha Xi Delta

Show your Bowling Green pride by
wearing Brown and Orange.

9:30 a.m. start.
Student Recreation Center
Cost:S10
Sponsored by alumni affairs.
recreational sports.
Puma Midwest, SAA
Contact alumni affaits.419-372-2701

Homecoming GameYell Like Hell!
Noon, Union Mall, BowenThompson Student Union
Rain location:
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

Meijer Tailgate Park

Canned Food Drive
Contact Campus Involvement, 2-2343

1:30-4 p.m., Ooyt Perry Stadium

Open house, free brunch, silent auction,
football game.
Delta Sigma Theta
loin fellow Delia's for a reunion and
rededkation of 129 S. Prospect.
Kappa Delta
Kappa Delta will host its annual
Homecoming brunch at the house and
then attend the football game.

Merchandise Sales

Falcon Football vs.
Ohio University

11 a.m. to 2 p.m.; 4-6 p.m.,
Lobby, Bowen-Thompson
Student Union

4 p.m., Doyt Perry Stadium
FREE with student ID

Enjoy brunch at the house with current
and alumni members.

Homecoming Concert
8 p.m., Anderson Arena

Sigma Phi Epsilon
A reception at the Falcon Plaza will
follow the Homecoming game.

Homecoming
Royalty Voting
11 a.m. to 3 p.m., lobby,
Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
FRIDAY, OCT. 4
Banner Turn-in
and Displaying
1 p.m., 401 Bowen-Thompson
Student Union

Pep Rally and
Royalty Crowning

Kappa Kappa Gamma

GREEK EVENTS
Saturday, Oct. 5
Alpha Gamma Delta
A sodal gathering and light lunch
will be served at the house before
heading to the football game.
A social in honor of our alumni will
follow the game.

Alpha Omicron Pi
Special Homecoming events to
beheld.

6:30 p.m., Perry Field House
SI admission per person

VISIT THE HOMECOMING WEB SITE: WWW.HOMECOMING.BGSU.EDU
VISIT THE HOMECOMING WEB SITE: WWW.HOMECOMING.BCSU.EOU
BOWLING

GREEN

BOWLING

GREEN

STATE

UNIVERS
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"C" AVERAGE GRADE FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
(U-WIRE) LAS VEGAS - Despite increased support from
the federal government over the last decade and extensive scholarships providing financial aid for students to
attend college, a study shows that "C" is still the predominant letter grade for college students.
According to the study, 33.5 percent of college undergraduates receive Cs or lower.

CAMPUS

get a ufe
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The calender of events is taker from
htfpV/events.bgsiudu

I
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10 a.m. • 4 p.m
Black Student Union Cabaret and
Party Ticket Sales
Student Union Lobby

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Resident Advisor Recruitment
Student Union Lobby
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Homecoming Ticket Sales
University Activities Organisation will
be selling tickets lor the homecoming
game.
Student Union Lobby
9 am -3 pm
U.S. Marine Corps Recruiting
Student Union Lobby

^B
^^^^^^

Student Union Lobby
Noon
Tim Hagan - Candidate tor Governor to
Speak
Tim Hagan, democratic candidate lor
governor, will be on campus to talk
about higher education and encourage
voter registration.
Education Building steps

11 a.m.
Homecoming Sales
The Homecoming Committee will be
selling merchandise. Voting on royalty,
and spirit points will be available.
Student Union Lobby

Guest Artist: Thomas Lymenstull. piano
Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center

11 am -2 p.m.
American Institute ot Architecture
Rattle

THE
CAMPUS
BLOTTER

Abuse victimizes
battered, business'

Thursday. Sept 26, 2002:
Complainant reported that
someope was calling him telling
him to go to the Business
Administration building lor a
light.
A vehicle was damaged by a
University mower by the Reed
Street Warehouse
Complainant reported jewelry
stolen from her room in Rodgets
Complainant reported money
stolen from his office in Doyt L.
Perry Stadium.
Complainant said a Black
Swamp sweatshirt and a S10
gift certificate lor Meijer was
stolen between 12:30 and 1030

(U-WIRE) FAYETTEVllij:,
Ark - The impact of domestic
violence on business has been
seriously underestimated,
according to University of
Arkansas economist Amy
Farmer. Her research indicates domestic abuse may
result in almost 7 million lost
workdays annually, reduce
workplace
productivity,
increase insurance costs and
lower profits.
Employers are likely to bear
a portion of the cost, Farmer
said in a news release.
Fanner is an associate professor in the Sam M. Walton
College of Business. She collaborated research with till
Tiefenthaler of Colgate
University in New York.
The researchers looked at
data sets from publicly available U.S. studies on domestic
violence, including the annual
National Crime Victimization
Surveys.
Some of Farmer's results
directly contradict the conclusions of the studies they used.
Early researchers concluded
women who were victims of
domestic abuse usually did
not work outside the home.
Fanner found that victims of
domestic violence are actually
over-represented in the workforce.

Stairs arrested for possession of explosives
By Kellyn Brown
MONTANA KIMIN

(U-WIRE) MISSOUtA Mont. A University of Montana student
was arrested late Wednesday
night after Public Safety officers
found explosives inside his Jesse
Hall dorm room.
Dereck Stairs, a sophomore in
computer technology, has been
charged with felony possession of
explosives.
According to court documents,
Public Safety officers found a large
prescription bottle filled with gunpowder, primer blasting caps and
matchstick heads in the

microwave of Stairs' fifth-floor
room. The bottle cap had a small
hole drilled into it and a threeinch (use sitting next to it.
Ron Bruncll, director of
Residence Life, said this is the
most disturbing incident to happen in the dorms this year and
one of the worst in the 15 years he
has been in liis position.
Two Resident Assistants called
Public Safety after they saw Stairs,
20, walk into lesse Hall carrying an
electric cord with exposed wires
and what appeared to be shotgun
shells or dynamite, according to
the court affidavit.

When officers Scott Oak and
Paul Kelly went to his room to
speak to the suspect, according to
court records, he admitted that
the explosive device was his and
he made it by tearing apart shotgun shells, putting the gunpowder
and primers into the bottle and
then adding match sticks.
Ken Wtllett, the director of
Public Safety, said after Stairs was
arrested he was turned over to the
Missoula Police Department.
Along with Stairs, another suspect was detained, questioned
and released, Willett said.
Stairs, who is being held in

Missoula County Jail, appeared
Thursday on closed circuit television in Justice Court for his initial
arraignment.
No plea or sentence will be
sought until Oct. 10, at 4 p.m.,
when Stairs appears in District
Court for his preliminary hearing.
The penalty for possession of
explosives is up to 20 years in
prison and a $50,000 fine.
Stairs, unshaven and in an
orange jump suit, showed little
expression as ludge William
Fulbright read him his rights.
His bail was set for $5,000.

From Staff Reports
minri
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Her results indicate that
being a victim of domestic
violence significantly increases the likelihood of working
for pay. But the results also
support the conclusion that
violence has a negative
impact on productivity and
earnings for battered women
Data from individual studies produce different numbers, but they all indicate a
significant financial loss for
both the domestic abuse victims and their employers,
Farmer discovered. Even
when the lowest figure in the
data is used, a financial loss of
$192 million is represented.
Data analysis indicates
domestic violence causes
S975 million in lost wagM lot
the victims' days they miss,
Farmer said. Numbers do not
include the money lost while
they arc at work as a result of
working in lower-paying jobs.
Absenteeism, tardiness and
turnover rates are all high
among domestic abuse victims, according to Fanner's
research. As a result of violence, victims of domestic
abuse are less productive
when they are on the job
These work-related outcomes
make the victim less likely to
be promoted and may contribute to loss of employment

1
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f Fall Break Service Trip!
Sponsored by BGSUrve

October 10-11th
Step out and serve our Northwest Ohio Community
Learn about yourself, others, and give back!

General interest meeting:
Wednesday, October 2, 7-8pm,
Room 314 (Buckeye Telesystem/CPS)
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Deadline to sign up: Friday, October 4th \
For more info, please contact Pete Lafferty,
pwlaffe@bgnet.bgsu.edu, 372- 2343,
or Office of Campus Involvement,
401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
na
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OPINION

"I have no desire to go beyond saying the
answer is yes."
Defense Secretary DONALD RUMSFELD,on whether US. intelligence had
found a link between Iraq and the Qaeda terrorist network.

Sport cuts are understandable
Last March, the athletic
department announced that,
due to financial straits and debts
that they were experiencing, four
men's sports — swimming,
indoor and outdoor track and
tennis — would be eliminated.
This was tosoftentheblowofan
operating budget that included
22 varsity sports, the highest total
in the Mid-American
Conference.
The move was originally met
with much opposition and frustration, not only by the athletes

YOU DECIDE
What do you think of all
the financial cuts?
E-mail your responses 10
bgnews#lisiproc.bgsu.edu. Please
see our submission policy for
guidelines.
whose sports were eliminated,
but by their parents and alumni
of those programs.
Still today, a group trying to
save the track and field programs
presses on, attempting to gather

enough support and financial
support to bring that program
back.
Kudos to them.
And with the beginning of the
women's tennis season this
weekend, we celebrate the
accomplishments of former
men's tennis players and inform
you of their whereabouts this
week.
But, the fact of the matter
remains that, in a time where
funding for higher education
continues to be cut, drastic mea-

LETTER rorilKKDITOR
We all should
support Bush
and bomb Iraq
It is obvious to all by now that
Iraq is building weapons capable
of mass destruction. What, with
their restless attempts to appear
harmless by allowing weapons
inspectors back into Iraq? Maybe
there are bombs in Iraq, maybe
there aren't. All we know is that
President Bush isn't going to tip
toe around the obvious — he
wants to bomb the place.
You see, even if Iraq doesn't
have any weapons now, in future
years they may. Five, 50,500
years, it doesn't take too long to
build a bomb, and rest assured
that Saddam Hussein will still be
thinking about a tactical attack
500 years from now. Bush is taking the proper precautions with
an age-old policy: shoot first and
ask questions later. ..if ymi still
care later.
Can it be true that Americans
should sympathize with Iraq? In
the words of the immortal
Martin Lawrence, "Hell nan." Of
course not Iraq wants to chal-

lenge the United States as the
"Bomber Man" of the world by
having a supply greater than our
own. All we need to prove this
point is hearsay. The Salem Witch
Trials did it, so now it's our country's rum.
Greater still, Americans ill-ridden lust for knowledge has led
them into yearning to discover
what truly is going on in the war
of terrorism. The government
keeps information from us not
because they don't love us, but
because it may delay the bombings. Think of the kid whose parents drive him all the way to
Disneyland only to rum around
at the last minute and go back
home. The natives are restless
now, only a bombing can
quench their thirst
Meanwhile, activists arrogantly
bumble around like they have
carnivorous ants in their knickers
claiming we should inspect Iraq,
not bomb it There definitely is
no "bomb inspection" team and
there is most certainly no reason
to inspect Iraq anyway.
What if we did inspect Iraq
and found out they had bombs?
We'd just bomb them anyway.
We're cutting a few comers here
baby, this is America we're talking

about. We got to keep up with
the game, man.
Still however, I cannot ignore
i he malicious urges of activists
disagreeing with our President. I
can only imagine President Bush
holding back a myriad of tears
while his mother is tickling his
back.
Now is not a time for us to be
individuals, but we must unite,
as sheep and believe what the
government tell us! So let's forget
Iraq, forget terrorism, forget
bombs and go back to our regular American lifestyles. Let's go to
our Monday Night Raws, our
"Survivor" in whatever land, our
120th shine in Super Mario
Brothers Sunshine, our "Glitter"
DVDs and let's definitely check
out the Spice Girls again, as their
album still rocks.
But no, some of you won't
have any of this! And why?
Because vegetarians and activists
just can't stand the bombings.
Well I got a question for you all,
do you vegetarians ever eat animal crackers? Look at how hypocritical you live! Long live
America, home of the bombs.
RICKY M0MIR0V
STUDENT

sures need to be taken.
Operating with 22 varsity
sports could only last for so long,
and with Title IX being a strict
piece of legislation (University of
Toledo was not in compliance in
March), these four men's sports
were eliminated.
And now, with the state
increasing tuition, we become
more and more familiar with the
depth of the financial crisis the
state is in. We have a feeling
more people understand the
cuts now.

not be ignored

What is your
dream job?

DON GAUDETTE
JUNIOR
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

"A GTrace car driver."

ERIN REGAN
FRESHMAN
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

BROOKE H00TEN
SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

LARAH0UK
SOPHOMORE
UNDECIDED

Send your thoughts to bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu with the subject line "Opinion."
Comments will appear in the Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down section.

MATTHEW
ASCAH
Guest columnist

"To marry someone rich
and famous so they can
spoil me rotten."

HAVE ANYTHING TO PRAISE OR GRIPE ABOUT?

through the same thing as we
have had here.
Additionally, as other schools
continue to have problems with
funding their sports, issues of
Title K and equity will continue
to come to the forefront
We can identify with the athletes and coaches whose sports
were cut; unfortunately, it was a
matter that needed to be solved
immediately, and drastically.
Still, we acknowledge that the
athletic department and the
University did what they had to.

Racism should
PEOPLE
ON THE STREET

"FBI Agent!'

i8§*#

Other schools have had the
same problems in the past, and
not just small schools. Tulane
University, a member of
Conference USA. cut sports years
ago, as did Miami University of
Ohio
Perhaps the country's economy will improve, and other state
schools in Ohio and elsewhere
will not have to go through what
Bowling Green and student athletes here had to.
Our guess, though, is that
other MAC schools will be going

"To win the lottery
and own a beachhouse so I can lay out
on the beach all day."

This column is a response to
Curt Harris' piece, "Racism can
work both ways, people," from
the Sept 24,2002 edition of
The BG News. Harris outlines a
number of arguments common to those membeis of
American society who intentionally choose to deny the systemic racism that exists in this
country. Much of the material
in the column is problematic,
and several points are
addressed below.
Several of Harris' positions
represent the oft-heard
rhetoric of conservative U.S.American politics, including
the following statement, "Look
at it this way, there's Black
History Month and a Hispanic
Heritage Month, Where's White
History Month?" What Harris
fails to realize is that every
month in the United States of
America is dominated by the
teachings of white people. The
way that "American History" is
taught in the vast majority of
public schools in this country
emphasizes the lives, decisions
and stories of white people.
"Whiteness" pervades every
aspect of this society, due in no
small part to the fact that the
people in positions of power
(in government, industry, communications etc) are overwhelmingly white and choose
to perpetuate this system.
What Mr. Harris fails to realize is that the institutionalization of racism is alive and well
in the United States and that all
white people benefit from it
even if they do not consider
themselves to be racist This
concept is often disconcerting
and difficult to accept for white
people, especially those who
maintain cordial relations with
people who are categorized as
minorities.
Nevertheless, as a white
male, I receive all of the benefits of white privilege all the
time, regardless of my personal
feelings about non-white people. I learned the history of
people who look like me in ■
high school, see faces like mine
in positions of power and I will
never be stopped by a police
officer or followed by department store security because of
my race.
When Mr. Harris criticized
BET he said, "In society today,

it's accepted for blacks to separate themselves from whites,
but the other way around is
seen as racist."
Here at the University, white
students have the privilege of
being around people that look
like they do all the time, and
may not recognize the situation as such. If a white Bowling
Green student did not want to
interact with students, staff or
faculty who are racial minorities, she could do so for the
entirety of her time here. The
same cannot be said, for example, for an African-American
student. The fact that white
students have the opportunity
to make this decision (an
opportunity that minority students do not have), is a reflection of their position of power.
While much of Harris' writing reflects an uninformed
view of daily life in the U.S., his
final paragraph is especially
disturbing. I'm going to quote
it fully here, because it is
important to understand what
he is attempting to say. "Then
again, this is the world I see
through my eyes, and I'm sure
there's more racism out there
than I'm aware of. But if the
real world has more racism
than I think it does, don't tell
me, 1 like my world of equality
better."
Here Harris acknowledges
that his worldview and corresponding arguments are
flawed, but that he would
rather remain blissfully ignorant than do anything to remedy the situation. People in a
position of systemic power
have the luxury of being able to
do this; They are able to turn
away from what they find
unpleasant and what makes
them feel uncomfortable. Such
behavior only furthers the systemic power of white privilege
and racism in this country.
Harris, you may indeed not
be a racist person, but you are
intentionally and willingly participating in and benefiting
from a racist power structure,
while turning a blind eye to
those who are victims of this
system. You can continue to
ignore the normalization of
whiteness and institutionalization of racism in this country
and live in your self-proclaimed "reality bubble,"
because you have the option of
doing so. I hope that you and
those who share your views
will make the difficult decision
to do otherwise

SHANNON KOLKEOY, MANAGING EDITOR
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IMF TO DEVELOP NEW DEBT APPROACH
WASHINGTON (AP) — linance leaders directed (he
International Monetary Fund Saturday to develop a
new approach to resolving debt crises that have
engulfed countries from Asia to South America. The
goal is creation of a process by which nations with
unmanageable debt could declare bankruptcy and
force creditors to negotiate more lenient repayment.

NATION

Effort to honor dead
brings new battle
By Roger (Word
ASS0CK1ED PRfSS WRITER

PRESTONSBURG, Ky. —
l-'rank Fltzpatrick nevei tires of
telling the story of thai busk
lanuary afternoon in 1862.
In eastern Kentucky^ largest
Civil Wat battle, 1,100 Union
troops anil 2.000 Confederates
traded gunfire along a mountain
valley thai smelted ol burned
powder and echoed with the
deafening booms of cannons.
I it/.patrick, head ol the
Middle
t Ireek
National
Battlefield Foundation, has
turned his passion lo building a
monument to those who died
here. Hut his mission to honor
their memory has run Into a
roadblock over an eternal flame.
Columbia Natural Resources!
.i gas company which operates
in nine stales, leases i Ights in gas
reserves beneath the battlefield
and has a well not more than
250 feel from where the monument would be buih.
But the company has refused

lo provide tree natural gas lor
the flame, which would bum little higher than a furnace piloi
light.
Columbia spokesman Kelly
Merrill said the lease agreement
requires the company to provide free service to any dwelling
on the property. Hut an eternal
flame isn't a dwelling, he said, so
"the company is not obligated."
Fitzpatrick said he's tried for
years lo appeal lo the company's
sense of civic responsibility.
''You're talking such a minuscule amount of natural gas for
Ihis, perhaps S(iO a year,"
Fltzpatrick said.
Merrill
recommended
Fltzpatrick
uy
another
approach lo gelling ihe flame lit
pa] fol II himself
I ii/paliii k said it he caul gel
(.olumbia to supply natural gas,
he may opt for propane from a
local distributor.
the 450-acre battlefield,
del lared a national landmark in
1992 l>\ Ihe Department of

Interior, may not be as hisloricaOy significant as others. Hut
historians say the battle fought
here established Union control
of the Big Sandy River Valley and
is credited with launching Ihe
career of lames A. (larfield. who
latei became the 20th president
ol ihe United States.
(•arfield was slill fairly new to
his job as colonel over a regiment of Ohio volunteers when
he won the decisive victory here,
sending the Confederates
retreating back into Virginia
I ml war historian John David
Preston said estimates of how
many died at the battle range
from 27 lo 85. Fltzpatrick, whose
foundation is iaisingS340,000to
build trails around the battlefield and install interpretive
signs, set Ihe death loll al 15 -12
Confederate, three Union
"This is hallowed grounds,"
Fltzpatrick said " There are
some things thai are much more
important than Ihe bottom
line."
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n large
section of the
original 82 1/2 acre campus
was formerly a...
a. City Dump
b. City Park
c. Quarry
d. Cemetery

stand for?
A. Biology Medical
Ohio Conlerence
B Big Man on
Campus
C. Baptist Mmislry
on Campus
D Bachelor/Masters
ol Chemistry
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BUILDING: George Koulmenas, second from left, talks to a building inspector in front of his restaurant after the two-story building in background suffered structural damage.

NYC evacuates building
IHE ASSOCIAIED PRESS

NEW YORK — Streets were
blocked off around a two-story
building near the World Trade
Center site Saturday after cracks
were found in an exlerior wall
and ihe windows began bulging
outward.
Officials were making plans lo
demolish the building, which
sits on Ihe comer of Greenwich
and Rector streets, directly above
a subway siation that was closed
for more than a year after the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. The
building is four blocks south of

the World Trade Center sue
II wasn't immediately clear
whal caused the structural problems.
Frank McCarton, deputy commissioner for the city's Office of
Emergency Management, said
the building posed an immediate danger and would be razed
by Sunday morning.
"It is a life safety issue," he said.
Several cracks in the building's
exterior wall had expanded
Saturday morning, and a metal
security gate and second-floor

windows were bulging, according in Deputy Iiie chief Richard
l-'uerch. Occupants of the building, which houses a cafe and a
salon, were evacuated.
The structural problems were
noted Friday night when someone in Ihe cafe had trouble with
ihe rolldown security gate,
l-'uerch said.
Subway service was suspended at both the Rector Street and
South Perry stations, which
reopened less than two weeks
ago.
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Senior Portraits
WILL BE TAKEN AT THE

Expo 2002 Career Fair
INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
THAT ARE CLEAR AND CONCISE.
EVEN IF OUR NAME ISN'T.
Aside from our name, we've always been in favor of making things simple.
So contact us for smart, easy investment techniques to help you reach
your financial goals.

Tuesday, Oct. 1
PERRY FIELD HOUSE
10AM-4PM
EXPLORE FULL-TIME AND INTERNSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES WITH 120 EMPLOYERS.

AND

TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2776

WHILE YOU'RE DRESSED FOR SUCCESS,
HAVE A FREE PORTRAIT
TAKEN BY OUR PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER.
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY.

PORTRAITS WILL ALSO BE TAKEN ON

Wednesday. OcL 2
AT

"INTERVIEW DAY"
8:30AM - 5PM
AT THE PERRY FIELD HOUSE.
RETIREMENT I INSURANCE I MUTUAL EUNDS I COIIECE SAVINGS I TRUSTS I INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

ABOUT HALF OF THE EMPLOYERS ATTENDING
TIAA CRII ladmidujl ind InititutHMijI Smicci lite ind Tnchfri Penonsl InvesloriServtcrs. he dntntMitei
r,.>f ™r* n!o<™tion oil'BOO. Bl? ?UJ fil SS09 lof pmptctum Brat IMm ciieltill) belore inrtitirti ® 2W7 iMchrn
Inuiraace ind Annuilf AiteoatmColletf Rllir«m«nl Equities FuiM ITIAA-CREFI
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EXPO 2002 WILL BE

CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS, WHICH MUST BE SCHEDULED ON
TUESDAY AT THE

EXPO
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PALESTINIANS DEFY ISRAELI CURFEWS
JERUSALEM (AP) —Their cities under curfew, their
leader under siege, hundreds of Palestinians demonstrated in the West Bank to commemorate the second
anniversary of their uprising against Israel.
Israeli troops fired tear gas and rubber bullets at
youths who threw rocks during a demonstration in the
West Bank city of Ramallah on Friday night.

WORLD

Residents fear security measures
ByJuanPaHoToro
THE ASSOCIATE0 PRESS

SARAVENA, Colombia —The
police si .11 ii ii i in the center of This
embattled town near the
Venezuelan border is surrounded
by rubble, evidence of more than
60 rebel attacks here this year
alone.
Yet the government's decision
last week to give the military
broad powers to regain control of
Saravcna has many residents
worried their rights are about to
be trampled.
Newly elected President Alvaro
Uribe is testing security policies
in Saravena and the nearby' towns
ul AM in. i and Arauquita, hoping
to subdue leftist rebels and rightwing paramilitaries. The three
towns form one of two new
"rehabilitation zones" where
Uribe has invoked special powers
allowing authorities to make
arrests and conduct searches
without wan-ants, order curfews
and regulate travel.
The new measures have garnered broad approval in most of
Colombia, but residents worry
the government may be going
too far.
"Our fear is that the community will be repressed and that it will
be the people who suffer the
weight of these measures," said
Leonel Goyenche, a Saravena
labor leader.

Saravena long has been stigmatized as a town that collaborates with the rebels and
Goyenche is worried that security
forces, freed of the burden of
proving their cases in court, may
indiscriminately target civilians
in their efforts to route out rebels.
Unlike most regions in
Colombia, the rebels have a certain level of support among the
people in Arauca state, Saravena
mayor lorgc Sierra acknowledged.
Sierra, who was kidnapped by
the National liberation Army, or
ELN — the smaller of two main
rebel groups — said residents
have expressed concerns that the
new measures will lead to military abuses because the troops
haven't been trained for such a
complicated situation.
"The security forces have been
trained for war," he explained.
"That opens (he possibility of
abuses by the soldiers who feel
stronger now."
Because of the frequent rebel
attacks on Saravena, marines
who patrol the nearby Arauca
River jokingly call it "Sarajevo" —
the Bosnian capital that saw
some of Yugoslavia's bloodiest
fighting in the 1990s.
Soldiers have already mounted
roadblocks and randomly search
residents and cars entering and
leaving town.

"This is about combatting
criminality in all its forms," said
Gen. Carlos I emus, the designated military commander of the
rehabilitation zone. He insisted
his forces would respect the
rights of civilians. People are worried, he said, because of "the way
in which the terrorists have come
here violating human rights."
Some 20 people have been
killed and another 100 injured in
Arauca state in 242 "violent
actions" — bombings, attacks,
firelights — attributed to the
rebels this year, he said.
The largest rebel group, the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia, or FARC, has about
1,200 fighters in Arauca state
while the ELN has another 1,000.
Another 600 right-wing paramilitary fighters are also roaming the
region. The various groups are
fighting for control of an estimated 24,700 acres planted in drug
crops, as well as profits they can
siphon off an oil field and
pipeline.
The security situation is so serious, officials have postponed
next week's elections for governor.
The outcome of the government's first attempt to flex its
muscles in this battle- weary state
likely will determine how officials
proceed in other war zones
around the country. The govem-
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SECURITY: A soldier guards the Saravena airport on Wednesday, Sept. 25,2002,240 miles northeast
of Bogota. The airport was destroyed by rebels of the National Liberation Army, Colombia's second
largest rebel group. Three municipalities of the Arauca state, including Saravena, are under a security
zone declared by the government last weekend.
ment has asked the prosecutor's
office and the inspector general's
office to have employees available to consult with the military
whenever possible, to ensure that
basic rights are respected.

Such guarantees have done little to alleviate fears in Saravena.
"We live in the fear of all the
threats that surround us, but
we're becoming accustomed to
it." said shopkeeper Leonardo

Mateos.
"If they do something about it."
he added, lowering his voice as a
heavily armed patrol passed,
"hopefully they will respect the
civilians."

Planes strike Iraqi radar systems, missle site
BySameerlt YacoUi
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Coalition
aircraft patrolling Iraq's southern
"no-fly" zone struck a mobile
radar installation near Basra
Sunday, along with a missile site
inQalatSikur.
A spokesman for Iraq's
Ministry of Transport and
Communications said the attack
in Basra happened at 12:45 a.m.

An officiaj Radio Baghdad
announcement did not mention
casualties. It said the strike further damaged buildings at the
airport 330 miles south of

Baghdad.
A spokesman for the U.S.
Central Command in Tampa,
Fla., said coalition aircraft monitoring the southern "no-fly" zone
used precision-guided weapons
to strike a military mobile radar

near Basra and a surface-to-air
missile site near Qalat Sikur in
Nassirya province, 130 miles
south of Baghdad.
Asked whether the missile site
was near the Basra airport, Air
Force Maj. Bill Harrison said he
didn't know, but said coalition aircraft never target civilian populations or infrastructure.
The past week has been a
heavy one for U.S. strikes on Iraq

as part of routine patrols of the
so-called no-fly zones, as global
debate heightens over U.S.
threats to topple Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein for allegedly
stockpiling weapons of mass
destruction and harboring terrorists.
The standoff has focused new
attention on patrols by U.S. and
British warplanes over swaths of
southern and northern Iraq

declared off-limits to the Iraqi
military since shortly after the
1991 Gulf War to protect restive
Sliiite and Kurdish Iraqis.
Last week, allied aircraft
enforcing the southern "no-fly"
zone hit eight targets, including
the Basra airport on Sept. 26. The
United Slates said it targeted a
mobile air defense radar system
at the airport, which it says has
military and civilian uses. Iraq

says the airport is civilian.
Officials repeatedly have charged
that Saddam moves military
equipment to nonmilitary sites in
hopes coalition forces will not
strike for fear of injuring civilians.
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Is your car sitting out in Lot 6 this winter?

BGSU students.
need a Jot?
Dining Services is now hiring BGSU students to work in
the campus restaurants, dining centers, convenience
stores, catering, concession stands and snack bars.

Now is the time to Winterize
• Lube, Oil, Filter

$16.95

Up to 5 qts. 30 point Inspection
• Tune UPS as low as
4 cylinder

$29.95

Winterization Special
Drain and fill radiator to
ensure freezing point is low
enough
Lube, oil, filter, and
30 point inspection

• Computer Diagnostics

ALL FOR $29.95

JBR Automotive and Towing $$l
326 Industrial Pkwy • 353-7222

Cartitied Techrucian

IJinint* yr"Viq< hafi many things [o o[((.r

Spirit.

our ^|uj(>nl empptyee6'.
• Flexible hour to fit around class schedules.
• One of the highest starting wages for students on campus.
• Opportunities for advancement and longevity pay increases.
• $1000 dollar scholarships - last year five $1000 scholarships
were awarded to student employees.
• The chance to meet people and become a part of the campus
community.
Df*Q| I

Points

0WLING

GREEN

STATE

UNIVERSITY

BGSU

Monday:
Kick-off event: Bowen-Thompson Student Union. 12pm-3pm
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Commons
372-2563
udsc@bgnet.Dgsu edu
Founders
372-2781
udsl@bgnat.bgsu.wju
McDonald
372-2771
udsm@bgnet bgsu edu
Galley
372-2766
udsg@bgnet bgsu edu

DINING SERVICES

Attend and sign in at the spirit point table and get one spmt point per member' There
will be games, music, prizes, FREE food from Wendy's and more1

Krencher
372-2825
udsk@bgnel bgsu edu

Royalty Voting: BOOT.-Thompson Student Union. Ham .lpm
Vote and get 2 points

BoMn-ThofflpMn Stadv* unon 372-2641
udsugbgnet bgsu edu
Athletic Concessions
372-2597
udsac@Dgnel Dgsu edu
Catering
372-7505
BGSUcatenng@hotmail com

Merchandise Sales: Bow*n-Thornpson Student Union. I lam-1pm & 4pnv*pm

Get 1 point for every piece of perchandise you purchase.

HOMECOMING 2002
Our Tradition • Our Place • Our Homecoming
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BG SPORTS

FIRST WIN: DHALJWAL SCORES TWICE IN FALCON WIN OVER BUFFAIX), FOR FIRST MACWIN. PAGE 8

MONDAY

Volleyball
Wednesday, Friday, Sun.

September 30,
2002

The spikers play their hi si
game at home in a month
when they take on Toledo
Wednesday. Then. Western
Michigan and Nothern Illinois
come to BG over the weekend.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWllHi GREEN SIHE UNIVERSITY

Football
Saturday
The Falcons look to Improve to
4-0 against 1-4 Ohio.

Women's soccer
Friday, Sunday
Marshall and Ohio come to
town to take on Andy Richards'
squad.

Men's soccer
Friday
Mel Mahler's squad heads to
I irk.ilb to face Northern
Illinois.

Cross Country
Friday
Falcon runners are off to South
Bend to try to tame the fast
course at Notre Dame.

Hockey
Tomorrow, Fri.-Sat.
BG ui-is host Windsor tomorrow, and play in the Lefty
McFadden tournament in
Davton over the weekend.

Spikers drop two MAC games
Susie Norris' clutch
play gave the Falcons
a 2-1 lead, but Akron's
comeback in the
fourth leads them to
victory in five sets.
By Jason A. Oiion
ntpomi
During a tenure that has
spanned 20 years as head coach
of the BG volleyball team, Denise
Van De Walle has taken an evenkeel approach towards protecting her rosters from the perils of
emotional highs and lows
Her resume is proof enough
SPORTS

Women's golf
Saturday-Sunday

that she has succeeded in this
task. However, as the Falcons
look on Ohio and Akron to open
the Mid-American Conference
schedule this weekend, not even
the all-time leader in MAC victories could protect BG from what
the end results would produce.
On Friday night, the Falcons
traveled to Athens, Ohio where
OU handed BG a loss in straight
sets. The following day, BG headed to lames A. Rhodes Arena and
a solid effort was upstaged as UA
defeated BG in a thrilling fivegame match.
"We got beat by a wry good
team on Friday. I think we were
outplayed in every area on the
court, and we could never find

our rhythm," Van De Walle said.
"On Saturday it was a different
story, and we showed that we
could play some good volleyball.
We just struggled with our consistency the entire night."
In the first game against OU
(11-2.1-0), the Falcons forced 10
errors and held the Bobcats to a
111 hitting percentage, but were
still unable to pull out the victory
as OU took the first set, 30-25.
That loss was BG's best opportunity to defeat 01). The Bobcats
improved as the second and
third sets progressed, combining
for 35 kills, while committing
only 11 errors in the next two
sets. OU improved their hitting
percentage to .333 in a 30-26 vic-

tory during the second set, and
took a 30-20 win in the third, led
bv lindsay luidices' game-high
13 kills.
The Falcons could only produce a .167 and .242 hitting percenUHBB in the second and third
sets. BG received solid performances from juniors Susie
Norris and laura Twyman, each
of whom had 12 kills, followed by
Sara Sikorski's game-high 20
assists.
"Ohio is a very good team, and
I think they are going to do well
the rest of the season," Van De
Walle said. "We had some players that didn't play up to their
potential, and OU took advantage of that."

Women's tennis
Friday-Sunday
Penny Dean and her squad
play in the Wolverine Fall
Invitational in Ann Arbor.

Women's swimming
Friday, Saturday
The swimmers kick off their
season with their annual
Brown and Orange matchup,
followed by their alumni meet.

Despite
losses,
Cards
amaze
league
WILL CURITORE

By Zach Baker
SPORTS StPORTtR

Chris Schooler BH N»s

WAITING: BG goalie Tyler Masters awaits the puck in the Falcons' exhibition Brown and Orange game Saturday night.

Sports Reporter
This season, Major League
Baseball has given us many
things. It has shown us that
greed knows no boundaries. It
has also shown us that records
are made to be broken and
milestones are meant to be
passed.
However, through it all has
been one story thai has gripped
fans and ordinary citizens That
is (he story of the St. Louis
Cardinals.
What's more compelling
about the Cardinals, more than
their second NL Central championship in three years and their
third postseason appearance in
a row, were the two events that
occurred earlier in the season
that could have diminished
their opportunities for success.
It was during the same week
in late June that the baseball
world lost two great men. On
lune 19, legendary Cardinals
broadcaster lack Buck died at
the age of 77. His son, of course,
is Joe Buck, play-by-play man
for FOX baseball and NFL footbalL Three days later, a game
between the Cards and Chicago
Cubs was delayed for reasons
not known to the crowd at
Wrigley Field or the fans watching on FOX at home, until Cubs
catcher Joe Girardi and St. Louis
Manager Tony LaRussa walked
out to a microphone at home
plate. Girardi then uttered the
phrase that is cemented in the
minds of baseball fans everyCARDS. PAGE 8
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Conover,
Anderson
come up
big for
Falcons

HOCKEY 2002-2003

BG looks to follow up its win at
the BGSU Invitational in State
College at the Penn State
Nittany Lion Invitational.

BG started slowly against the
Zips, falling behind 19-10earlyin
the first set and found it difficult
to recover. UA hit .433 as a team
and came out with a 30-21 victory in that opening set. The
Falcons would come back to win
the next two sets, 30-24 and 3020, respectively. BG combined
for 37 kills and hit .412 and .471
in the victories.
In the fourth set. BG and UA
were as evenly matched as two
teams could get. and the Falcons
did not take their first lead until
19-18. That was the last advantage the Falcons would see, as

A BROWN WIN
PALUCH INTRODUCES HIMSELF TO COMMUNITY
By Erica Sambaccini
ASSISUM SPORTS EDITOR

The Bowling Green hockey
team held its annual Brown and
Orange game on Saturday night,
and the Brown team came away
with a 5-3 victory.
This was the first chance for
hockey fans to get out and see
the Falcons perform.
"I think we did pretty well,"
said senior assistant captain
Tyler Knight. "It looked like guys
were playing pretty hard. I'm
pretty happy with the way the
game went."

Knight recorded the first goal
of the game 12:18 into the first
period for the White (also called
Orange) team.
Freshmen Bryan Dobek and
Ryan Bamett registered the next
two goals for the Brown team to
give them a 2-1 lead at the end of
the first period.
"We had the ability to make
some very good plays," said head
coach Scott Paluch. "The offense
picked up and I was very excited."
The intermission consisted of
a skills competition, with three

contests taking place with a goal
apiece at stake.
The first competition was the
fastest skater race, lunior captain
D'Arcy McConvey defeated
Knight to win the race and give
the Brown team another goal.
The next competition was the
hardest shot, which was won by
transfer
Alex
Rogosheke.
Rogoshcke's two slapshots registered at 85 and 84 tn.ph., to give
the White team a goal.
The final competition was the
showdown, where five players
from each team look shots op

goal. The Brown team won the
showdown by a 4-1 margin, giving them a 4-2 lead going into
the second period.
Freshman Mike Falk scored
the first goal in the second period at 23:25 to cut Brown's lead in
half, 4-3.
McConvey scored the final
goal of the game with 1:25
remaining in the second period
to give the Brown team a 5-3 victory.
"I was very excited," Paluch
HOCKEY, PAGE 9

Andy Richards, head
coach of the women's soccer team, has said that his
team tends to play better
on the road. This past weekend, the Falcons proved
their mentor right, as the
Falcons won two games on
the road, beating Akron and
Kent State.
On Friday, BG defeated
Akron 2-1 on goals by lulie
Trundle and Jill Conover.
The victory evened the
Falcons' MAC record at 2-2.
Richards didn't think the
team played its best game
on Friday, but did play well
enough to win.
"We played kind of
patchy on Friday," Richards
said. "We played well in
some parts and not so well
in other parts, but we
played well enough to beat
a much improved Akron
team."
Richards praised the
work of Conover, who along
with her game-winning
goal Friday, was credited
with an assist on Trundle's
goal
The assist gave
Conover the most assists in
school history.
"Jill has spent a little bit of
time on the bench this year,
but has come back with a
great attitude," Richards
said. "She has worked really
hard in the meantime, and
she got her reward on
Friday."
Sunday's game saw Britt
Anderson score the game's
only goal 15 minutes into
the second half. Richards
said that BG played a solid
game against the Flashes.
W SOCCER, PAGE 9

Tennis performs well to open season
ByEHottSchrtiMf
SPORTS

RtPORKR

The Bowling Green tennis
team couldn't have asked for a
belter start to their season than
Ihe one they got at Keefe Courts
this weekend.
The Falcons were concerned
with many aspects of their
game.
The players were worried
about the play of their fresh-

men, the leadership of their
upperclassmen and the everpresent pregame butterflies.
All of Iheir questions were
answered, and all concerns
were alleviated as the Falcons
rolled through the two-day BG
Invitational.
After having only two finalists
and one winner at last year's
event, the Falcons tripled their
fun with a tournament-leading

six finalists and three winners at
this year's event.
lunior Gaby Coello and
Freshman Andrea Meister ruled
their respective flights, as both
went 3-0 en route to first-place
finishes.
lunior Lisa Maloney and
freshman Heidi Romer were
able to garner second place finishes in each of their flights.
Flight three in doubles action

was owned by Bowling Green.
The Falcons found themselves in a win-win situation as
the freshmen tandem of
Andrea Meister and Heidi
Romer took on the sophomore
dt"< of Laura Kokinda and
1 jr.dsay Mix.
The younger pair respected
their elders as the sophomores
took Bowling Green's only doubles title of the weekend.

Although there were no team
scores kept, coach Penny Dean
was happy with the unity her
team showed throughout the
tourney.
"The team effort was good
and we supported each other
well," Dean said. "We are hoping to use this weekend to roll
on through the fall."
TENNIS, PAGE 9
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Men's soccer wins first, 3-0
As if to disregard their
eight straight losses,
the Falcons used a
strong team performance to win their
MAC opener, 3-0 over
Buffalo.
By layme Raima

SPOUTS BCPORItR

rebound off of the Buffalo
goalie.
Freshman Cory Stevens
assisted Dhaliwal on a goal a
3:54 into the match. Dhaliwal
also scored at the 75:30 mark
on a pass from Francisco
Sanchez.
The Falcon defense recorded
its first shutout of the season in
the win. lunior goal keeper
David DeGraff had five saves
for the Falcons in the MACopener.
"It |the winl gives our team
so much more confidence,"
DeGraff said. "It was something that we really needed.
Before we were letting in three
goals a game. Now that we
started MAC play it helps us
out a lot and gives us a lot of
confidence."
A sense of relief resonated
from the players, coaches, and
crowd following the victory.
"This was the most important game of the year for us. We
wanted to make sure we got
the first win out of the way and
then move forward from

Bowling Green's men's soccer
team stepped onto Cochrane
Field yesterday to prove that
the team's main focus is to win
against MAC teams. The
Falcons proved just that, opening their conference season
with a 3-0 win against Buffalo.
Although BG started the season with eight straight losses,
the team used a slow start in
non-conference games to gain
experience. The Falcons
showed what they learned
from the losses in the opening
minutes of the Buffalo match.
In one game, Bowling Green
went from a team that had
scored five goals
"We
can accom*"*•"
™a,ch
all season to a
,. ,
, ,
Mel
Mahler
team that utilized
push anything s a i d
a fast start to shut When we play as a Defensively a
down the opponent.
team. When we S*-52

Erm Cami BG News
FIRST WIN: (Above) Andres Marques looks for the ball from a teammate, while Matt Martinka
(below) attempts to win the ball in the air against a Buffalo detender.

played
a
Falcons to relax
PAUL DHALIWAL.
match since
and control the
they
were
MEN'S SOCCER PLAYER
tempo of the
shutout by
game. BG was working from Xavier last Sunday. The team
behind in most of their games was supposed to open MAC
this season and yesterday's play against defending MAC
game allowed the team to champions Kentucky on
focus on not having to take Friday, but the game was canrisky chances at scoring and celled because of rain.
allowing the offense to exeThe next game will be anoth cute.
er conference match-up on
"We can accomplish any- Friday In DeKalb, 111., against
thing when we play as a team," Northern Illinois, a team that
junior Paul Dhaliwal said. the Falcons have not defeated
"When we score the first goal, in DeKalb since Northern
it's easy for us to finish. The Illinois joined the conference.
tempo of the game totally
The first win of the season
changes to how we want it."
has helped BG gain momenFreshman Robert Aouad tum and the team will go to
ignited the Falcon offense DeKalb looking for their first
when he scored an unassisted road victory of the season.
goal at the 2:46 mark on a

Chris Schooler BG News

Cardinals overcome losses to make playoffs
CARDS, FROM PAGE 7

like too much. At that point, the
Cards were 40-31. 2.5 games in
front of the second-place
Cincinnati Reds.
The next night, the Cardinals
and Cubs played on as Buck and
Kile would have wanted. No
music was played at Wrigley,
and the fans were not nearly as
vocal as usual. The Cardinals
wore a small black patch on
each side of their lersey, one the
said "DK 33" and another that
said "IB" They lost to the Cubs
that night, but what happened

from that point on will be
remembered forever.
First, the Cards acquired
Chuck Finley from the
Cleveland Indians. Then, they
got third baseman Scott Rolen
from (he Philadelphia Phillies.
With the heart of a champion,
the Cardinals went on a tear.
They were 23 games over .500
from lime 23rd on, 57-34 during
that stretch. Rolen and Finley
proved to be great additions.
Finley went 7-4 after the trade.
Albert Pujols picked up right

Which of the following franchises was first
to locate on Wooster Street?

New course offered ....

where he left off in 2001. batting
314 with 34 home runs and 127
RBI. After St. l.ou.s clinched the
Central Division crown in
Atlanta, Pujols was the one that
carried Darryl Kile's jersey on
the field, the same one that had
been hanging in the dugout
every game since his passing
Another amazing thing about
the St. Louis Cardinals is that
their success in 2002 might not
be over. Many sports writers see
their Cards in the World Series, I
also think that they might

A. Burger King
B. Wendy's

pgjm
Which is not a flavor of new
Aquafma essentials?

Take a Pepsi Pop Quiz posted each
Monday in the BGNews and in
University Dining Centers during
open enrollment from Sept. 9th
through October 4th, and you could
move to the head of the class and
win fabulous prizes.
DINING SISVICiS

Q

Citrus

(j WildBerry
O Watermelon

O Kiwi

inttttml* ttf*l ««kt <*uk fr Vlfu 2011

To earn full credit and a chance to win J
years worth of Pepsi, one of two mountain
bikes, one of 3 backpacks filled with Pepsi
products, one of 36 Pepsi Blue T-Shirts, or
other great prizes, visit any University Dining
Center for a official entry form to be turned
in by 10104/02.

jjjfJi

advance that far. No team
deserves it more than St. Louis.
Not many thought that this
team could overcome such
tragedy, but the Cardinals have
displayed great poise and
courage throughout the 868801).
It is only fitting that they be the
last team standing in this story
of tragedy to triumph. They
open up the postseason against
the defending world champs,
the Arizona Diamondbacks, in
the National league Division
Series tomorrow afternoon.

C. McDonald's
D. Frisch's

Pop Quiz

BGSU

By Zach Biker
RtPoitrtii
It has been over six months
since
Bowling
Green
announced it was cutting four
men's sports. One of the program cuts was men's tennis,
which was having a strong season under coach lay Harris.
After the announcement, the
men's tennis team would go on
an inspired run that culminated in winning the regular season MAC title.
Now, Harris finds himself in
Providence, Rhode Island, as
the head coach at Brown
University. His former players
are scattered throughout the
country in other schools. Harris
said it was difficult finding the
new job.
"It was frustrating because I
wasn't getting as good of a look
as I thought I should have with
the success at Bowling Green,"
Harris said. "There was some
nervous time because it's not
like I had that Bowling Green
job to go back to. lust when I
thought I was heading for Texas
(as an assistant), Brown called. I
came out to Brown, and was
blown away by everything. I
was blown away by how nice
the city of Providence, Rhode
Island was, how strong the
team is, how nice the facilities
are, and the most important
thing was how there is still
room for improvement in the
program."
Finding schools for the former BG players was also a concern. After the program was
cut, Harris spent almost every
day on the phone with other
coaches, trying to secure places
for his team. He helped get
Geoff Hiscox into Alabama and
Nicolas l.opez-Acevcdo into
Notre Dame, which aa both
top-20 programs, loel Carney
got into Ohio Slate, another top
program.
"It says a lot about what we
were able to build and how
good we were," Harris said.
"Nicolas and Geoff have one
year of eligibility left, meaning if
they go to a top-20 program
and don't play well, they are not
going to play. There is a lot of
pressure on both of them. But
they are both doing well."
Hiscox said that Harris
played a major part in him getting to Alabama.
"If it weren't for Coach Harris
I wouldn't be here," I liscox said.
"He made me a great player."
Similarly, Harris credits the
men's MAC title run last season
with helping him land me job at
Brown.
"I think the run that we made
in the situation that we were
probably impressed everyone,"
Harris said. "We built something really special at BG."
Despite landing both himself
and most of his former players
in good positions, Harris is still
upset over the sports programs
being cut last February. Harris
has been on talk shows and will
SPOHIS

J™'™1*13'1' score the first goal, you shut an
the ideal start for
r
„-„„„—. „...
out
every game, hap- It S easyfor US tO opponent
is indicative of
pened when the finish. The tempo a good solid
team scored two r.,
... defensive
goals less than of the game totally effort."
four minutes into changes to how we
Bowling
the game. Scoring
Green had not
want
it."
early allowed the

where. With tears in his eyes, he
said that the game had been
postponed due to "a death in
the Cardinal family." No one
found out that it was pitcher
Darryl Kile who had passed
until they turned on the television. Kile was 33 years old, and
father to a five-year-old boy.
The loss of one would have
been hard enough to overcome,
but two members of the St.
Louis Cardinal family seemed

Former
mentor
Harris at
Brown

See official rules for details
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Despite frustration, Harris is happy
HARRIS, FROM PAGE 8
be interviewed in Tennis
Magazine on the topic of college
sports programs being cut.
"Whether it's the programs I
was a part of or not, I don't like the
cutting of sports, I don't believe in
it." Harris said. "I think you set up
an athletic department to be run
like a family first and then a bud
ness. The trend with athletic
departments is to run them totally like a business, and I am totally
against that."
When asked if he has any lin-

gering animosity towards BG,
Harris said that he did, but mainly because it is so soon after.
Harris also believes that the athletic department has hurt the
people in the community that
supported the program.
"There are not going to be too
many BG tennis fans that will be
too happy with the Bowling
Green athletic department right
now," 1 larris said. "By cutting tennis, swimming and track and
field, Bowling Green athletics
made an enemy out of a lot of
people, and 1 am not even talking

Volleyball drops
two over weekend
V0UEYBALL.FROMPAGE7
the Zips outscored BG 11-5 to
end the set.
The final match saw the
Falcons dig themselves into
another hole, and UA (11-3, 2-0)
jumped out to a quick 4-0 lead. A
Van Dc Wallc timeout allowed BG
to regroup and close the gap to 97, but by that time the Zips had
captured the momentum and a
15-9 victory.
"We really felt we should have
beaten Akron," Norris Hid.
"Everyone came out determined
and with a lot of excitement. It
was a tough loss, because we
really felt we should have come
out with the victory."
Norris accumulated a teamhigh 16 kills to go along with 18
defensive digs. Senior Kristin
Gamby 15 kills, followed by Nadia
Bedricky's 14 kills and 21 defensive digs. Bridget Protas' 14 kills

and Twyman's 12 kills. Sikorski
turned in another game-high
performance with 57 set assists
and 11 defensive digs.
The Zips produced a total team
effort as well, led by junior Sandy
Lewis' game-high 17 kills.
Redshirt freshman Rachael Rush
posted a career-high 52 assists,
including three consecutive digs
that helped the Falcons rally in
the fifth game.
"I think game four gave Akron
a lot of confidence, and that's all
they needed because the crowd
was behind them." Van De Walle.
"We fell behind early in the last
two sets, and UA took the
momentum, and it was very difficult for us to recover in that last

game."
BG returns home Wednesday
10 Ix'gin a five-game home stand
thai starts with Toledo. The game
is scheduled for a 7 p.m. start at
Anderson Arena.

about those directly involved.
"I am bitter but I know I am in
a better situation, and our players
that transferred are in better situations. The people I feel the worst
for are all of our fans and supporters that now still live in the
area, like professors at the
University that supported our
program so well, and are now left
without a program."
Regardless of the program
being cut, Harris is happy with
what he accomplished at BG, and
believes it has made him a better
coach.

"The nice thing is. when you
do a lot with a little, you get better," Harris said. "To be there for
six years, and have the success
that we had. it's a good feeling."
Harris also had a good feeling
when he coached Brown to a win
over Ball State in one of his first
matches as coach. Ball State
defeated BG in the championship game of the MAC tournament last season.

Conover, Anderson
score game-winners
W SOCCER, FROM PAGE 7
"ISundayl 1 thought we
played a better game
throughout the whole 90
minutes," Richards said.
"Kent gave us a bit of pressure, but we were able to
overcome that pressure and
prevent them from scoring.
Then there was a wonderful
goal by Britt Anderson."
The 1-0 victory improved
BG's MAC record to 3-2, and
gave the Falcons more conference victories then they
had all of last year.
"We knew that these were
to games that we could win,"
Richards said. What we must
make sure we do now is build
on that and go into next
weekend and win two more
games."
The Falcons have two
home games next weekend

against Marshall and Ohio.
Richards said that those two
games are very important.
"This is a big weekend for
us," Richards said. "We have
to win both of these games."
Richards said that the team
effort has been strong this
season. When asked to name
individual
players
who
played well this weekend,
Richards instead gave credit
to the entire roster for the
two wins.
"Rather than emphasizing
individuals, I think we need
to point out what a good
team we are becoming,"
Richards said. "We have kids
doing things now who didn't
play a couple of weeks ago.
We have a lot of people with a
lot of talent, and I think the
depth of our team is really
starling to come out."
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Brown beats Orange in
exhibition, coach Paluch
greets fans, community
HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 7
said. "The work ethic for the 50
minutes was tremendous. We
were only working with two
lines and two sets of defensemen, so I thought the work
ethic was outstanding."
The Brown and Orange
game was a chance for the
coaches to try out different
lines to see which ones worked
the best and which ones
weren't going to work
"1 think there were some
good combinations out there,"
Paluch said. "The actual lines I
think had some good chemistry. We have a good foundation."
The Brown team was

coached by athletic trainer
Inn.nil.in Willey, while the
White team was coached by
equipment manager Scott less.
Throughout the game.
Paluch walked around the
stands and introduced himself
to many of the students. He
also took the mic and gave an
inspirational speech at the end
of the game.
"We've only had like two. two
and a half practices with the
coach and we've learned a lot
so far," Knight said. "We're on
the right track"
The players and coaches
were on hand after the game to
talk with the fans and sign
autographs..

Freshmen perform
well for tennis team
TENNIS. FROM PAGE 7
FJean was also pleased with
the freshmen, one of her
main concerns coming into
the weekend.
"1 saw a lot of good things in
practice, but they played and
competed better in the tour-

nament than in practice."
Dean felt that this weekend
was a good one to build on, as
the road ahead is only going
to get bumpier.
The brown and orange will
travel to Ann Arbor this weekend to compete in the
Wolverine Fall Invitational.

Did you know...
IN 1027,
BABE RUTH
EARNED $70,000

What How ling Green city sited sign has to be replaced the nn at?
U*J1S l6)H

Rnatidaephobia:

Congratulations

CLOSE BY

Kappa Alpha Grder

Theresa GREAT PUCE FOR LUNCH close j
by with Super Sandwiches, Extensive Salad Bar ;
and Two Soups To Die For. All at very reasonable
prices. Delicious desserts, too. We guarantee to get ;
you in and out in less than an hour.
Open II a.m. to 1:30p.m. M-F

Winners ©f the
Geerge C Marshall and
Samuel Z. Ammen Awards
332 S. Main St.
(410)332-5620
www.new lovcrcultv-corrj

419-352-2149 ■

200 Campbell Hill Rd., BG

BGSU

MONDAY NIGHT

DINIHO SIRVrCfS

COME TO THE

HUUUU ON SEPTEMBER JO
...AND HAVE SOME MOZZARELLA STICKS FOR

HALF-OFF AND SEE IF THE BRONCOS

CAN

BEAT THE RAVENS IN BALTIMORE.
STUDENT UNION

Game tine from 9pm-Mldnlght

RENTS HAVE
BEEN REDUCED!!
Efficiencies starting at S225
1 Bedrooms starting at $250
2 Bedrooms starting at S300
*

Furnished
and
unfurnished
Units
with

Several
Locations
Available

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL319ESTATE,
INC.
E. Wooster St.
r "1

USE OUR I[PHRHTE CHTKHHCC

_JH

135 S BYRNE ST TOLEDO 419.531.0079

^_
fut

Bowling Green, OH
Rental Office:

"

(419)354-2260
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4tDI DISTRICT MANAGER POSITION INTERVIEWING ON OCTOBER 23
CONTACT CAREER SERVICES WEB SITE AT wyvw.basu.edu/oHlfs/Ma/tmer3
TO SIGN UP ON OUR CURRENTLY POSTED INTERVIEW SCHEDULES

DISTRICT MANAGER SALARY

With stores from
the United States
to Australia,
AI.DI is one of the
.
/ ^* A'A MBit
largest grocery
chains in the world.
Here in the U.S.,
AI.DI has more
than 600 stores
and continues to
expand. We are
Starting Salary
2nd Year
looking for smart,
confident, aggressive leaders to grow with us as
District Managers.

$85,000

A RECIPE FOR
SUCCESS

$62,000 SHSiSS

, HAVE YOUR CAKE
I AND EAT IT TOO
AI.DI values independence and initiative in
the pursuit
of excelence.
That is why we
offer one of the most generous
salary and compensation
A
packages in the industry.
A
As an AI.DI District Manager.
you will receive:

\

As a District
HBHMtiHI^HHIi
Manager, you'll
develop and
empower store
employees in your
distriet. Our unique
twelve month
training program
3rd Year
4th Year
includes seven
months of in-store training, followed by five
months of working with a District Manager
to refine your leadership
and operational skills. Once
you have completed this
training, you will be read)
to successfully oversee four
to six stores.
,--

**•

• $62,000 STARTING SALARY
• 70 DAYS OF VACATION
FIRST FULL CALENDAR YEAR

If you are
ready for
'
'
a career where you can realize
your potential from the start,
stop shopping around.
We're confident that you
won't find a more
rewarding and challenging
career opportunity anywhere.
So come see us.
Let's talk.

• 20 DAYS OF VACATION
SECOND YEAR
•A COMPANY CAR
• DISABILITY AND LIFE INSURANCE
• MAJOR MEDICAL & DENTAL
INSURANCE
• A RETIREMENT SAVINGS PLAN

EOE M/F/V/I)

aldi.com

The Trusted Name
In Quality & Savings
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The pig replied,
"Because I'm
the pig that
goes, 'Wee Wee
Wee' all the way
home!"

Three Little Pigs
A pig went into McDonalds, got a Coke, went to
the restroom and left. A second pig went into
McDonalds, got two Cokes, went to the bathroom
and lelt. A third pig went into McDonalds, got
three Cokes, and was about to leave, when the
man at the counter asked. "Why didn't you go to
the restroom like the other pigs?"

Travel

72-6977
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Travel

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Hottest Destinations - Best Prices
Book Now! Campus Reps Wanted
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

Travel

»1 Spring Break Travel Free. Caribbean, Mexico, Florida, Padre. Free
Drinks/Lowest Prices. 1-800-4267710 www.sunsplashloufs.coff)

'"ACT FAST) Save S$$, Get Spring
Break Discounts!. 1 888 THINK
SUN (1-888-844-6578 dept 2626)/
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

0Mv§

Campus Events
' .AFRICA AND THE MIDDLE EAST
INFORMATIONAL SESSION
Come learn about Ihe many overseas study opportunities available to
'•W>u at this session on Tues.. Oct.
"lit at 3:30 p.m. In 1103 Onenhauer
■ West Call 372-0479 with questions
Discover Europe!
t^Six weeks to explore & six credits)
Informational meeting
r. Oct 1.2002 at 9:00pm in BA 1008

The Ohio MBA Network

0 Cleveland Stale Univetsity
(216) 687-3730

(419) 372-2488 ot

9 John Carroll Univoak)
(216)397-4391

0 Wright State Uni.ei.n
(937) 775-2437

0 Krm Stale University
(330)6

0 Xavici University

(216) .168-2030 ..i
(800) 723 0203

0 Mjami University

0 Yoiiiigsiovvn Slate

Western Reserve
University

0CJSC

BQSU Spring Break.are You Going?
•^Then go direct! Guaranteed lowest
4>rice. SO hrs Free drinks/lree meals/
** tree insurance.Be a campus repTravel tree! 1 -800-367-1252
www.springbreakdirect.com

0 Univetsity of Cincinnati
(511)5567024

Ohio MBA Network
Information Sessions

10%
student
discount

TOLEDO

one 1 person

Monday. September 30

Mon.-Thurs.

(4191530-2775

(937) 229-3733

(8001 247.8622

0 Ohio University
(7401 593-2007
0 University of Toledo

0 Bowling Green Srate Univtisiiy mf University of Dayton

v

1616 E.Woosler Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(Located in Greenwood Cenlre)

'ITlc Ohio MBA Network cordially invites you lo ailcnd an MBA Information Session on
Monday. September 30. 2002. The Network is a Qmtortium of AACSB accredited universities
| in Ohio thai works 10 help individuals select an MBA program that best suits theif needs. For
information about this session and MBA oppoiiiiniue. in Ohio, please call I-800BCSUMBA

(330) 972-7043

Travel

JAPANESERESTAURANT

the Best in the Business...

0 Univecsiry of Akron

(513) 745-3525
Univetsity

(5131 529-6643
0 Ohio Si.He University
(614)2924511

Classifieds continued on page 12

dinner meal
5 - 7 P.M.
T
Clarion Hotel Weslgale

35.3(iSccor Rtl.

Bring Student I.D.

(419)-352-7070
■Delivery*

with StwUntClly.coml
.AJr. Hotel, FREE FOOD a DRINKS
•ind 150% Lowest Price Guarantee!
BEPS WANTED! Organize IS
'Mends, earn 2 FREE TRIPS, VIP
*tyBatment, cash and prizes to promote StudentCity com! Call 1-800• 563-1445 or e-mail
- SfllflStf sliKJanlcHy.can] today!
I«SPWNC. BREAK 2003 WITH STS
' • America's #1 Student Tour Operator
."•. Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
•*«
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849
USA Spring Break
Presents
Spring Break 2003
Campus Reps Wanted
£ Earn 2 free trips for 15 people
5 Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan.
> Jamaica. Acapulco, South Padre
and Florida
I Call Toll FrM 1 -077-460-6077
www.usasprlnobraak.com

Grand Opening!
October I

' f

CA

Management Inc.

NOW OPEN
IlilMuIr Apt. I082 Fairvicw.
2 Bdrms - A/C
Dishwasher - Garbage Disposal
$arh & 1/2 - Washer/Dryer Hookup
Starting at S68O/M0 + Utilities

Call 353-5800

11

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe
Efficiencies & I Bdrm (one left)
Laundry on site
Starts at $250/Mo
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
p Willow House Apt. 830 4th Si.
1 Bdrm - A/C
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
J» Starts at S400/Mo + Elec & Gas
Call 353-5800

Open Till 4:00 AMThurs-Sat
Located across from Uptowr^owntown on North Main

M

■r
i

| FREE Cheese Coney

Management Inc.

Graceland, 208/212 S Church St.
CHAD STUDENT ONLY
2 Bdrm. - A/C
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Close to Downtown
Starting at S6OO/M0 + Utilities

it
I

I Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
bvww.wcnet.org/~mecca
■

• *-

(with the purchase of a cheese coney)
expires 12/31/02

Call 353-5800

I49 N. Main
(419)353-7725

Offer not valid with any oiher offers. Ta» E*lra. One coupon per customer per
visit. Offer valid only at Skyline Chili at 149 N. Main St. In Bowling Green, OH

12 Monday, September 30,2002

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix HA^HD

Travel

Wanted

For Sale

USA Spring Break
Presents
Spring Break 2003
Campus Reps Wanted
Earn 2 tree trips tor 15 people
Cancun. Bahamas, Mazatlan.
Jamaica, Acapulco, South Padre
and Florida
Call Toll Free 1-877-460-6077
tfttttLusasDnngbreaksem

BRAND NEW APT O Sterling, on
Napoleon. Furnished, ind
Washer/dryer, pool, hot tub. fitness
& computer ctr, air oo. 4 panting. No
deposit. Take over lease thru May
2003 $355/mo Bonus if signed by
Sept 15 Call 419-348-3486

1960 Suzuki GS 450 motorcycle
Runs well, great 1st b*e $500
419-X8-6990

brought to you by

Subleases needed 2 bdrm apt on
N. Enterprise. Jan.-May 03.
Call Lauren 354-7842.

Sun Coast Vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break 2003 to Cancun, Acapulco. Mazatlan, Jamaica
or the Bahamas tor FREE! Call us
now at 1-800-795-4786 or email us
at g

Services Offered
Loan referrals, we can help
Good/bad credit. Call Perks Inc.
1-888-227-8125
Mother ol 3 ottering in-home child
care has full/pt. time openings tor
newborns/school age children

$1 .OOO'S WEEKLYII Stuff
envelopes at home for $2.00 each ♦
bonuses. F/T. P/T. Make $800 .
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies
For details, send 1 stamp to: N-181,
PMB552. 12021 Wilshire Bvd ,
Los Angeles, CA 90025
S250 a day potential bartending
Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 e«l. 541
ATTENTION. Dancers Wanted.
Earn up to $2000 per week
Work for the best. Must be 18.
Apply in person at
Deja Vu 135 S Byrne Rd , Toledo
Bartenders needed. No experience
necessary Earn up to $300 a day.
1-8ee-291-1864exl U112

Call 419-353-6285
Think you're pregnant?
Know all the facts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
Campus Pollyeyes
2-4-1 Pizza 5 to 9
Pick up or dine in only
Contldential Eating Disorder Support
Group Women & Men at all stages
ot recovery. Every Monday from
6:30-8 pm in 107 Hanna Hall Call
Judy Miller at 372-7426 lor mote
information
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
ICE HOCKEY- OCT. 1
Learn a skill for life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out a sandertonttabkM.com
One month unlimited lanning $30
Two months unlimited tanning $45
Semester unlimited tanning $55
Campus Tanning 352-7889

Help Wanted

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR FLAG FOOTBALL COMPLETE AND RETURN TAKE-HOME
TEST AND APPLICATION BY OCT
14 FORMS AVAILABLE FROM 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR CHECK
WEB SITE MUST ATTEND MANDATORY CLINICS ON OCT. 15, 16,
AND 17.
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED
Person(s) needed to work in my
Oregon home w/12 yr. old autistic
blind boy. Weekdays 3pm? Willing
to be flexible & avail, on wkends.
419-693-7869
Part-time peschool teacher needed
for childcare center in Waterville.
Education majors encourage to
apply Please call (419) 878-4190.

For Sale

Wanted

1991 Toyota Camry. Nevada carno rust 161K. new CVs. $1500.
419-823-7331

ROOMATEtS) NEEDED 1-2 people.
quiet, and spacious Near Walmart
(419|494-9442.

Mfarosofl X Box w/2 com Comes
w/Madden 02. Halo & Proj.
Gotham Racing. Like new. $250
419-353-0845 Ask lor Jason

For Rent
(New) Carly Sludiot (New)
Now leasing for 2nd semester &
beyond to seniors & grad. students
Fully furnished, including 25" TV. all
utilities From $395/mo. Only serious
students apply. Call 352-7365 from
10-4. After hrs & wkends 352-1520
"Rooms available, own room, next
to campus. Also, inexpensive
second semester apts.
Call 419 353-0325 9am-9pm.
1 person turn apt avail, spr. sem.lg .
1 bdrm. tvg rm. 1 bath, kitchen. 449
S Enterprise S:"i0 mo 364 1364

Cur Ibcli VCMT' A*«rd WiMM.»91 (tnifii

Bahamas Party

Cruise

HAVEN'T YOU
ALWAYS WANTED
TO PLAY?

■ Only S10/hour
■ Learn only what
you want to learn
■ No equipment or
experience necessary
■Over a decade of experience
■ Beginner and beyond, acoustic, electric or bass

Call Chris Sheehan at (419) 353-3269

$299

***||M - IntHiM* I

Cancun $459
I ><«Mi 1 An ft Hotel ■ fro* *oo« tmviof OHM>

Jamaica S46)
www.sprlagBreakTravel.com

1-800-678-6386

41
44
46
49

ACROSS
1
8
15
16
17
IB
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
27
28
30
31
32
34
38
40
42

Apartment for rent, own room. A.C.,
furnished, dishwasher, and pool.
Rent $340/mo Call 740-983-2374
ask for Kelly
Cheap 2 bdrm. furnished apartment,
across Irom campus, available
spring semester. Call 419-353-2891
Fall Specials. 2 bdrm. apts. availabk» in serene park like setting. From
$550 mo., includes appliances, heat,
& refurbished entries.
Bowling Green Village
419-352-6335
Nice 3 BR. furnished house, 2 car
garage, quiet & walk to BGSU,
available Jan.-Aug., $850/mo. plus
utilities. (4191-353-6803
ROOMATE(S) NEEDED. 1-2 people, quiet, spacious. Near Walmart
(419)494-9442
Small 1 bdrm apartment 402 1/2
E. Court. $330/plus utilities.
Steve Smith 419-352-8917

Chatted idly
Lack of means
Employees' checkout
Alternative to lager
Superlatively Hushed
Traction characteristic
Chuck Yeager. e.g.
Fortification slope
Bullfighter
Even
Vladimir Nabokov novel
Charles Dickens novel,
"Barnaby "
Fork points
Pipe parts
Sport
Involving punishment
Central Park fountain
Abandoned
Uses the transporter
Grown-upness
Determine weight
by lifting
Outer layer of a jellyfish
Having (Seen canonized
Lampoons
Baby's noisemoker

13
14
26
29
33
35
36
37
39

1/2 house approx 1,000 sq ft. rent
$400, deposit $400. Rent includes:
utilities, cable, local phone, CM,
W&D. bedrm. furnished, parking
space, non-smoking, no pets. Ref.
Call 419-352-7637.
2 bedroom, non smoking furnished
apt Close to campus, includes
utilities Call Tim 353-5074.
2 bedroom., furnished
1 block from campus.
352-5239
534 B S. College- 3 BR Duplex, 1
1/2 Baths, AC. Avail Nowl $8007mo.
233 W. Merry 4 BR House zoned
for 4 unrelated. Avail Now! $840/mo.
Locally owned and maganged
Please call EyeCon Enterprises, Ltd.
At (419) 354-2854

Mm
]

LESSONS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

43
45
47
48
50
51
52
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
64
66
67
68
69

Series ol quick, light sleps
Scottish royal lamiy
Benzene derivative
Water pipe
Mourns
Love ol Theseus
Jurist Fortas
Baby fox
Gridiron zebra
Precious stone
Seixas or Dan-tone
Psychic's ability
Superior skill
Building wing
Pass over
Unrefined mineral
_ Grande
Like many showers
Mediterranean republic
Imprint clearly
Gift recipient
Marsh grass

Raised causeways
After-shower powders
Grippe
Much removed
Recent
_ Aviv-Jaffa
Michigan city
Scam
Suitable
been had!
Ultimate degree
Ouamt
Chaney of Mm
Lab straw
Make like new
Paint choices
School skippers
Deceives
Female ruler

Like church organs
Sheoplike
Himalayan country
Kasparov's game
Cassowary cousin
Veteran seafarer
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Check out the BG News Website at

www.bgnews.com
Q (?WE'¥(ECR(KE(D 'FROWEWPXES COMPANY £J
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Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedroom
Apartments in Town!

Q

starting at $285
I'llxKlllI

I'MIIIKIIII

limli"i».l n.ii.

Mini \ I.ill

Sntill llniklniij.

*Newly Renovated Haven House*
All Residents receive a membership to Cherrywood Health Spa
Indoor heated swimming pool & sauna, HydraSpa Whirlpool,
complete exercise equipment, complete locker room & shower facilities.

530S.Msp.es..

stamper's-

(419)352-9378

w

mail&copycenter

Now supporting
V.92

B owen-Thompson
Student X-Jir^ioira

C

Full Color Copies (letter, legal, poster)
Lamination (ID size through 11x17)
Fax Services
Color Transparencies

^^

a
a
a
a
a
a

C: It 1ST
««>■>■
What is worse than raining
cats and dogs?

With V.92 - Never
miss a call again!

N
High Speed (DSL)
Access available

We continue to offer:
•Full-service B/W copies
•Envelopes
•Stamp and Money Order Sales^
•Resume Kits
•Priority and Express Mail
•Plus, many other services!

52
53
54
55
63
65

ANSWERS
5

•<

Serving BG since 1995

NEW
SERVICES

L/M\V/ Pi

Looking to Sell
That Fancy
Sports Car You
Have Stashed
Away in the
Garage?

Space to host your
own web site

SENIORS!
There's still time to
get your resume
kits at Stamper's

t

$99/year

Advertise
In the
BG News
Classifieds.

Mon.-Thurs. 9am-6pm & Fri. 9am-5pm

stamper's mail & copy center • 227 Union • 372-9633

other payment plans
available

419-354-6013
www.wcnet.org

Call
372-6977

